
Chapter 23

Decision Making and Risk

We look at how to quantify decision making and risk using payoff tables, decision
trees and probability.

23.1 Actions, States of Nature, and Outcomes

Payoff tables and decision trees are based on alternative choices we make called ac-
tions, ai, the states (of nature), sj, related to the problem of interest, with associated
probabilities of occurring, P (sj), and the outcomes (payoffs), oij that arise. We as-
sume, for N possible states,

P (Sj) ≥ 1,
N
∑

j=1

P (Sj) = 1, j = 1, . . . , N.

Furthermore, the expected value (EV) of action ai is given by

EV (ai) =
N
∑

j=1

oijP (Sj)

Exercise 23.1 (Actions, States of Nature, and Outcomes)

1. Advertising and Economy.
Type of advertising depends on the economy, costs are given in payoff matrix.

economy (state) → good bad
advertise (action) ↓
TV/radio $90 $105
internet $100 $65
all $155 $72
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Figure 23.1: Minimax and Expected Value Minimum

# maximum payoff function

maxpayoff <- function(payoff){ # maximum payoff function

action <- nrow(payoff); state <- ncol(payoff)

max <- rep(0,action); dim(max) <- c(action,1); colnames(max) <- "maximum"

for(i in 1:action) {

max[i] <- payoff[i,1]

for (j in 1:state) {

if(payoff[i,j] > max[i]) {max[i] <- payoff[i,j]}

}

}

max.payoff <- cbind(payoff,max)

return(max.payoff)

}

(a) Minimax
The most (maximum) it will cost if we advertise
both TV and radio is $100 / $105 / $155 per unit,
only internet is $100 / $105 / $155 per unit,
all (TV, radio and internet) is $100 / $105 / $155 per unit.
So the minimum of the maximum costs, the minimax cost is
$100 / $105 / $155 per unit, which is to advertise on the internet.
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good bad maximum

TV/radio 90 105 105

internet 100 65 100

all 155 72 155

payoff <- matrix(c(90,105,100,65,155,72),nrow=3,byrow=TRUE) # data and labels

rownames(payoff) <- c("TV/radio","internet","all"); colnames(payoff) <- c("good","bad")

maxpayoff(payoff) # maximum cost of different states for each actions

(b) Expected Value (EV) Minimum
Assuming 85% chance of advertising during a good economy (so only 15%
chance during bad economy), the expected value/cost of advertisement on
both TV and radio is
0.85× 90 + 0.15× 105 = $92.25 / $94.75 / $142.55 per unit,
only internet is
0.85× 100 + 0.15× 65 = $92.25 / $94.75 / $142.55 per unit,
all (TV, radio and internet) is
0.85× 155 + 0.15× 72 = $92.25 / $94.75 / $142.55 per unit.
So minimax expected value/cost is
$92.25 / $94.75 / $142.55 per unit,
which is to advertise on TV/radio / internet / all.

good bad EV

TV/radio 90 105 92.25

internet 100 65 94.75

all 155 72 142.55

# expected values

p <- c(0.85,0.15); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV)

(c) Expected Value (EV) Minimax, Different Probabilities
Assuming 75% chance of advertising during a good economy (so 25%
chance during bad economy), the expected value/cost of advertisement on
both TV and radio is
0.75× 90 + 0.25× 105 = $91.25 / $93.75 / $134.25 per unit,
only internet is
0.75× 100 + 0.25× 65 = $91.25 / $93.75 / $134.25 per unit,
all (TV, radio and internet) is
0.75× 155 + 0.25× 72 = $91.25 / $93.75 / $134.25 per unit.
So minimum expected value/cost is
$91.25 / $93.75 / $134.25 per unit,
which is to advertise on TV/radio / internet / all.

good bad EV

TV/radio 90 105 93.75

internet 100 65 91.25

all 155 72 134.25
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# expected values

p <- c(0.75,0.25); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV)

Advertisement choice is dependent on / independent of type of econ-
omy. If uncertain 75% of advertisers advertise during good economy
(maybe it ranges from 75% to 85%), then advertisement choice is sen-
sitive / robust to type of economy.

2. Stock Prices and Demand.
Stock prices depend on overall economic demand, as given in payoff matrix.

demand (state) → poor medium strong
stock (action) ↓

stock A $90 $90 $110
stock B $100 $80 $40

(a) Minimax
The minimum of the maximum prices, the minimax price is
$100 / $110 per stock, to purchase stock A / stock B.

poor medium strong maximum

stock A 90 90 110 110

stock B 100 80 40 100

payoff <- matrix(c(90,90,110,100,80,40),nrow=2,byrow=TRUE) # data and labels

rownames(payoff) <- c("stock A","stock B"); colnames(payoff) <- c("poor","medium","bad")

maxpayoff(payoff) # maximum cost of different states for each actions

(b) Expected Value (EV) Minimax
Assuming (15%,45%,40%) chances of purchasing stock with (poor,
medium, strong) demand, the expected value/price of
stock A is 0.15× 90 + 0.45× 90 + 0.40× 110 = $67 / $98 per unit,
stock B is 0.15× 100 + 0.45× 80 + 0.40× 40 = $67 / $98 per unit,
So minimum expected value/price is $67 / $98 per unit, which means
purchasing (cheaper) stock A / stock B.

poor medium strong EV

stock A 90 90 110 98

stock B 100 80 40 67

# expected values

p <- c(0.15,0.45,0.40); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV)

(c) Selling (as opposed to purchasing) Stocks
If selling stocks, the minimum (worst selling) prices
for stock A and B are, respectively, ($90, $40) / ($110, $100)
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and maximum (best) of these selling prices, maximin is $40 / $90,
which means selling (expensive) stock A / stock B.

Also, since maximum expected value/price is $67 / $98 per unit,
we would sell (expensive) stock A / stock B.
We will assume minimax rather than maximin from now on.

23.2 Payoff Tables and Decision Trees

Covered in previous section.

23.3 Minimizing Loss and Maximizing Gain

Covered in previous section.

23.4 The Expected Value of an Action

Covered in previous section.

23.5 Expected Value with Perfect Information

We calculate expected value with perfect information, EV wPI, and find the absolute
difference between this and the minimum (maximum) expected value, EV , and call
the result the expected value of perfect information,

EV PI = |EV wPI − EV |,

which measures the maximum amount of money a company might pay for the perfect
information.

Exercise 23.5 (Expected Value with Perfect Information)

1. Advertising and Economy.
Type of advertising depends on the economy, costs are given in payoff matrix

economy (state) → good bad
advertise (action) ↓
TV/radio $90 $105
internet $100 $65
all $155 $72
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and also assume the chance of a (good,bad) economy of (80%, 20%).

# perfect information cost function

perfectpayoff <- function(payoff){

action <- nrow(payoff); state <- ncol(payoff)

perfect <- rep(0,state); dim(perfect) <- c(1,state); rownames(perfect) <- "perfect info"

for(j in 1:state) {

perfect[j] <- payoff[1,j]

for (i in 1:action) {

if(payoff[i,j] < perfect[j]) {perfect[j] <- payoff[i,j]}

}

}

perfect.payoff <- rbind(payoff,perfect)

return(perfect.payoff)

}

(a) Perfect Information Costs
If we had perfect information about the economy, whether it was good or
bad, then this would tell us which type of advertisement to run;
if a good economy, we would advertise on TV/radio / internet / all
for a known minimum cost of $90 / $100 / $155 per unit, whereas
if a bad economy, we would advertise on TV/radio / internet / all
for a known minimum cost of $65 / $72 / $105 per unit;

good bad

TV/radio 90 105

internet 100 65

all 155 72

perfect info 90 65

payoff <- matrix(c(90,105,100,65,155,72),nrow=3,byrow=TRUE) # data and labels

rownames(payoff) <- c("TV/radio","internet","all"); colnames(payoff) <- c("good","bad")

action <- nrow(payoff); state <- ncol(payoff)

perfectpayoff(payoff) # payoff matrix + perfect payoff for different states

perfect <- perfectpayoff(payoff)[action+1,]; perfect # perfect payoffs only

(b) Expected value/cost with perfect information, EV wPI

Assuming 80% chance of advertising during a good economy, so 20% chance
during bad economy, expected value/cost with perfect information
EV wPI = 0.80× 90 + 0.20× 65 = $85.00 / $93.00 / $142.55 per unit.

(c) Minimum Expected Value, EV

Also, with (80%,20%) chance of advertising during (good,bad) economy,
expected value/cost of both TV and radio is
0.80× 90 + 0.20× 105 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
expected value/cost of only internet is
0.80× 100 + 0.20× 65 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
expected value/cost of all (TV, radio and internet) is
0.80× 155 + 0.20× 72 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
so minimum expected value/cost of advertisement is
EV = $85.00 / $93.00 / $142.55 per unit.
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good bad EV

TV/radio 90 105 93.0

internet 100 65 93.0

all 155 72 138.4

# expected values

p <- c(0.80,0.20); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV)

(d) Expected Value of Perfect Information, EV PI

Consequently, the absolute difference between EV wPI and EV

EV PI = |EV wPI −EV | = |85.00− 93.00| =

$7 / $8 / $9 per units, the maximum amount a company might pay for
perfect information, for knowing if the economy is good or bad.

EVwPI min(EV) abs(EVwPI-min(EV))

[1,] 85 93 8

# EVwPI, EV and EVPI

p <- c(0.80,0.20); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV) # EV of payoff

minEV <- min(EV); minEV # expected minimax value from payoff

EVwPI <- perfect %*% p; colnames(EVwPI) <- c("EVwPI"); EVwPI # EV with PI, EVwPI

EVPI <- abs(EVwPI - minEV) # EV of PI, EVPI

EVsummary <- c(EVwPI,minEV,EVPI); dim(EVsummary) <- c(1,3);

colnames(EVsummary) <- c("EVwPI","min(EV)","abs(EVwPI-min(EV))"); EVsummary

2. Stock Prices and Demand.
Stock prices depend on overall economic demand, as given in payoff matrix.

demand (state) → poor medium strong
stock (action) ↓

stock A $90 $90 $110
stock B $100 $80 $40

and also assume chance of (poor,medium,strong) demand of (15%, 45%, 40%).

(a) Perfect Information Costs
Perfect information prices for poor, medium and strong demand
($80, $90, $40) / ($90, $80, $40) / ($45, $80, $90) per unit

poor medium strong

stock A 90 90 110

stock B 100 80 40

perfect info 90 80 40

payoff <- matrix(c(90,90,110,100,80,40),nrow=2,byrow=TRUE) # data and labels

rownames(payoff) <- c("stock A","stock B"); colnames(payoff) <- c("poor","medium","strong")

action <- nrow(payoff); state <- ncol(payoff)

perfectpayoff(payoff) # payoff matrix + perfect payoff for different states

perfect <- perfectpayoff(payoff)[action+1,]; perfect # perfect payoffs only
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(b) Expected value/cost with perfect information, EV wPI

So, assuming (15%,45%,40%) chance of (bad,medium,strong) demand,
EV wPI = 0.15× 90 + 0.45× 80 + 0.40× 40 = $65.50 / $67 / $98

(c) Minimum Expected Value, EV

Also, since (15%,45%,40%) chance of (bad,medium,strong) demand,
expected price of stock A
0.15× 90 + 0.45× 90 + 0.40× 110 = $67 / $98
and expected price of stock B
0.15× 100 + 0.45× 80 + 0.40× 40 = $67 / $98
so minimum EV = $65.50 / $67 / $98 per unit.

poor medium strong EV

stock A 90 90 110 98

stock B 100 80 40 67

p <- c(0.15,0.45,0.40); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV) # EV of payoff

(d) Expected Value of Perfect Information, EV PI

Consequently, the absolute difference between EV wPI and EV

EV PI = |EV wPI −EV | = |65.50− 67.00| =

$1.5 / $2.5 / $3.5 per unit, the maximum amount a company might pay
for perfect information, for knowing if demand is poor, medium or strong.

EVwPI min(EV) abs(EVwPI-min(EV))

[1,] 65.5 67 1.5

# EVwPI, EV and EVPI

p <- c(0.15,0.45,0.40); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV) # EV of payoff

minEV <- min(EV); minEV # expected minimax value from payoff

EVwPI <- perfect %*% p; colnames(EVwPI) <- c("EVwPI"); EVwPI # EV with PI, EVwPI

EVPI <- abs(EVwPI - minEV) # EV of PI, EVPI

EVsummary <- c(EVwPI,minEV,EVPI); dim(EVsummary) <- c(1,3);

colnames(EVsummary) <- c("EVwPI","min(EV)","abs(EVwPI-min(EV))"); EVsummary

23.6 Decisions Made with Sample Information

We introduce prior probabilities assumed based on sample information which alters
the expected values from the payoff matrix and from which expected value with sample
information, EV wSI is calculated, and find the absolute difference between this and
the minimum value, EV , and call the result the expected value of sample information,

EV SI = |EV wSI − EV |,
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which measures the maximum amount of money a company might pay for the sample
information.

Exercise 23.6 (Decisions Made with Sample Information)
Advertising and Economy.
Type of advertising depends on the economy, costs are given in payoff matrix

economy (state) → good bad
advertise (action) ↓
TV/radio $90 $105
internet $100 $65
all $155 $72

where chance of (good,bad) economy is (85%, 15%) if good weather year
and chance of (good,bad) economy is (75%, 25%) if bad weather year
where these prior probabilities are based on sample survey information which also
indicates there is a (60%,40%) chance of (good,bad) weather (not economy);
as compared to simply assuming chance of (good,bad) economy of (80%, 20%).

payoff <- matrix(c(90,105,100,65,155,72),nrow=3,byrow=TRUE) # data and labels

rownames(payoff) <- c("TV/radio","internet","all"); colnames(payoff) <- c("good","bad")

action <- nrow(payoff); state <- ncol(payoff)

1. Minimum Expected Value (EV), Good Weather Year
Since chance of (good,bad) economy is (85%, 15%), the minimum EV is
$92.25 / $94.75 / $142.55 per unit,

good bad EV

TV/radio 90 105 92.25

internet 100 65 94.75

all 155 72 142.55

p <- c(0.85,0.15); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1) # good weather

EV.1 <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV.1) # EV of payoff

2. Minimum Expected Value (EV), Bad Weather Year
Since chance of (good,bad) economy is (75%, 25%), the minimum EV is
$91.25 / $93.75 / $134.25 per unit,

good bad EV

TV/radio 90 105 93.75

internet 100 65 91.25

all 155 72 134.25

p <- c(0.75,0.25); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1) # poor weather

EV.2 <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV.2) # EV of payoff
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3. Expected value/cost with sample information, EV wSI

Consequently, since (60%,40%) chance of (good,bad) weather,
EV wSI = 0.60× 92.25 + 0.40× 91.25 = $86.25 / $91.85 / $92.25.

EV good weather EV bad weather

TV/radio 92.25 93.75

internet 94.75 91.25

all 142.55 134.25

perfect info 92.25 91.25

p <- c(0.60,0.40); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1) # combine good and bad weather

payoff.sample <- cbind(EV.1,EV.2) # EV vectors

EV.sample <- perfectpayoff(payoff.sample); colnames(EV.sample) <- c("EV good weather", "EV bad weather"); EV.sample # payoff

payoff.sample <- perfectpayoff(payoff.sample)[action+1,]; perfect # perfect sample payoff only

EVwSI <- payoff.sample %*% p; colnames(EVwSI) <- c("EVwSI"); EVwSI # EV of sample.payoff

4. Minimum Expected Value, EV

Also, with (80%,20%) chance of advertising during (good,bad) economy,
expected value/cost of both TV and radio is
0.80× 90 + 0.20× 105 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
expected value/cost of only internet is
0.80× 100 + 0.20× 65 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
expected value/cost of all (TV, radio and internet) is
0.80× 155 + 0.20× 72 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
so minimum expected value/cost of advertisement is
EV = $85.00 / $93.00 / $142.55 per unit.

good bad EV

TV/radio 90 105 93.0

internet 100 65 93.0

all 155 72 138.4

# expected values

p <- c(0.80,0.20); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV)

5. Expected Value of Sample Information, EV SI

Consequently, the absolute difference between EV wSI and EV

EV SI = |EV wSI −EV | = |91.85− 93.00| =

$0.95 / $1.05 / $1.15 per units, the maximum amount a company might pay
for sample information.

EVwSI min(EV) abs(EVwSI-min(EV))

[1,] 91.85 93 1.15
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# EVwSI, EV and EVSI

EVSI <- abs(EVwSI - minEV) # EV of SI, EVSI

EVsummary <- c(EVwSI,minEV,EVSI); dim(EVsummary) <- c(1,3);

colnames(EVsummary) <- c("EVwSI","min(EV)","abs(EVwSI-min(EV))"); EVsummary

23.7 Estimating Variation

Recall, the expected value, EV , of an action is

EV (ai) =
N
∑

j=1

oijP (Sj).

Three types of variation measuring risk in decisions include standard deviation, SD,

SD(ai) =
√

V ar(ai), where V ar(ai) =
N
∑

j=1

(oij −EV (ai))
2P (Sj),

and coefficient of variation, CV (where smaller is better),

CV (ai) =
SD(ai)

EV (ai)
,

and the reciprocal of this, return to risk ratio, RRR (where larger is better),

RRR(ai) =
1

CV (ai)
=

EV (ai)

SD(ai)
.

Also, a dominated action is one which is never an optimal action and so is eliminated
from consideration.

Exercise 23.7 (Estimating Variation)

1. Advertising and Economy.
Type of advertising depends on the economy, costs are given in payoff matrix

economy (state) → good bad
advertise (action) ↓
TV/radio $90 $105
internet $100 $65
all $155 $72

and also assume the chance of a (good,bad) economy of (80%, 20%).

payoff <- matrix(c(90,105,100,65,155,72),nrow=3,byrow=TRUE) # data and labels

rownames(payoff) <- c("TV/radio","internet","all"); colnames(payoff) <- c("good","bad")

action <- nrow(payoff); state <- ncol(payoff)
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(a) Minimum Expected Value, EV

Also, with (80%,20%) chance of advertising during (good,bad) economy,
expected value/cost of both TV and radio is
0.80× 90 + 0.20× 105 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
expected value/cost of only internet is
0.80× 100 + 0.20× 65 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
expected value/cost of all (TV, radio and internet) is
0.80× 155 + 0.20× 72 = $91.25 / $93.00 / $138.40 per unit,
so minimum expected value/cost of advertisement is
EV = $85.00 / $93.00 / $138.4 per unit.
Since both TV/radio and internet options have equal minimum EV values,
both equally good / neither are good options to choose for advertise-
ment.

good bad EV

TV/radio 90 105 93.0

internet 100 65 93.0

all 155 72 138.4

# expected value, EV

p <- c(0.80,0.20); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV) # EV of payoff

(b) Standard Deviation, SD
With (80%,20%) chance of advertising during (good,bad) economy,
standard deviation in cost of TV and radio advertisement is
√

(90− 93)2 × 0.80 + (105− 93)2 × 0.20 ≈ $6.00 / $14.00 / $33.20,
standard deviation in cost of internet only advertisement is
√

(100− 93)2 × 0.80 + (65− 93)2 × 0.20 ≈ $6.00 / $14.00 / $33.20,
standard deviation in cost of TV, radio and internet advertisement
√

(155− 138.4)2 × 0.80 + (72− 138.4)2 × 0.20 ≈ $6.00 / $14 / $33.20.
so best option which minimizes SD measure of risk is
TV/radio / internet / all

good bad EV SD

TV/radio 90 105 93.0 6.0

internet 100 65 93.0 14.0

all 155 72 138.4 33.2

# standard deviation, SD

EVmatrix <- cbind(EV,EV) # two EVs, one EV for each state in (good,bad) states

SD <- sqrt((payoff - EVmatrix)^2 %*% p); colnames(SD) <- "SD"; cbind(x,EV,SD)

(c) Coefficient of Variation, CV

coefficient of variation of TV and radio advertisement is
6

93
≈ 0.065 / 0.151 / 0.240,

coefficient of variation of internet only advertisement is
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14

93
≈ 0.065 / 0.151 / 0.240,

coefficient of variation of TV, radio and internet advertisement
33.2

138.4
≈ 0.065 / 0.151 / 0.240,

so best option which minimizes CV measure of risk is
TV/radio / internet / all

good bad EV SD CV

TV/radio 90 105 93.0 6.0 0.06451613

internet 100 65 93.0 14.0 0.15053763

all 155 72 138.4 33.2 0.23988439

# coefficient of variation

CV <- rep(0,action); dim(CV) <- c(action,1); colnames(CV) <- "CV"

for (i in 1:action) {CV[i] <- SD[i]/EV[i]}; cbind(payoff,EV,SD,CV)

(d) Return to Risk Ratio, RRR

RRR of TV and radio advertisement is
93

6
≈ 4.17 / 6.64 / 15.50 dollars returned per dollar at risk,

RRR of internet only advertisement is
93

14
≈ 4.17 / 6.64 / 15.50 dollars returned per dollar at risk,

RRR of TV, radio and internet advertisement
138.4

33.2
≈ 4.17 / 6.64 / 15.50 dollars returned per dollar at risk.

so best option which maximizes RRR measure of risk is
TV/radio / internet / all

good bad EV SD CV RRR

TV/radio 90 105 93.0 6.0 0.06451613 15.500000

internet 100 65 93.0 14.0 0.15053763 6.642857

all 155 72 138.4 33.2 0.23988439 4.168675

# return to risk ratio

RRR <- rep(0,action); dim(RRR) <- c(action,1); colnames(RRR) <- "RRR"

for (i in 1:action) {RRR[i] <- EV[i]/SD[i]}; cbind(payoff,EV,SD,CV,RRR)

2. Stock Prices and Demand.
Stock prices depend on overall economic demand, as given in payoff matrix,

demand (state) → poor medium strong
stock (action) ↓

stock A $90 $90 $110
stock B $100 $80 $40

and also assume chance of (poor,medium,strong) demand of (15%, 45%, 40%).

payoff <- matrix(c(90,105,100,65,155,72),nrow=3,byrow=TRUE) # data and labels

rownames(payoff) <- c("TV/radio","internet","all"); colnames(payoff) <- c("good","bad")

action <- nrow(payoff); state <- ncol(payoff)
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(a) Minimum Expected Value, EV

Also, since (15%,45%,40%) chance of (bad,medium,strong) demand,
expected price of stock A
0.15× 90 + 0.45× 90 + 0.40× 110 = $67 / $98
and expected price of stock B
0.15× 100 + 0.45× 80 + 0.40× 40 = $67 / $98
so minimum EV = $65.50 / $67 / $98 per unit,
in other words, best option which minimizes EV costs is
stock A / stock B

poor medium strong EV

stock A 90 90 110 98

stock B 100 80 40 67

# expected value, EV

p <- c(0.15,0.45,0.40); dim(p) <- c(length(p),1)

EV <- payoff %*% p; colnames(EV) <- c("EV"); cbind(payoff,EV) # EV of payoff

(b) Standard Deviation, SD
With (15%,45%,40%) chance of (bad,medium,strong) demand,
standard deviation in price of stock A is
√

(90− 98)2 × 0.15 + (90− 98)2 × 0.45 + (110− 98)2 × 0.40 ≈

$9.80 / $23.04,
standard deviation in price of stock B is
√

(100− 67)2 × 0.15 + (80− 67)2 × 0.45 + (40− 67)2 × 0.40 ≈

$9.80 / $23.04,
so best option which minimizes SD measure of risk is
stock A / stock B

poor medium strong EV SD

stock A 90 90 110 98 9.797959

stock B 100 80 40 67 23.043437

# standard deviation, SD

EVmatrix <- cbind(EV,EV,EV) # three EVs for (poor,medium,strong) states

SD <- sqrt((payoff - EVmatrix)^2 %*% p); colnames(SD) <- "SD"; cbind(payoff,EV,SD)

(c) Coefficient of Variation, CV

coefficient of variation of stock A is 9.80

98
≈ 0.100 / 0.344,

coefficient of variation of stock B is 23.04
67

≈ 0.100 / 0.344,
so best option which minimizes CV measure of risk is
stock A / stock B

poor medium strong EV SD CV

stock A 90 90 110 98 9.797959 0.09997917

stock B 100 80 40 67 23.043437 0.34393190

# coefficient of variation

CV <- rep(0,action); dim(CV) <- c(action,1); colnames(CV) <- "CV"

for (i in 1:action) {CV[i] <- SD[i]/EV[i]}; cbind(payoff,EV,SD,CV)
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(d) Return to Risk Ratio, RRR

RRR of stock A is
98

9.80
≈ 2.91 / 10.00 dollars returned per dollar at risk,

RRR of stock B is
67

23.04
≈ 2.91 / 10.00 dollars returned per dollar at risk,

so best option which maximizes RRR measure of risk is
stock A / stock B

poor medium strong EV SD CV RRR

stock A 90 90 110 98 9.797959 0.09997917 10.002083

stock B 100 80 40 67 23.043437 0.34393190 2.907552

# return to risk ratio

RRR <- rep(0,action); dim(RRR) <- c(action,1); colnames(RRR) <- "RRR"

for (i in 1:action) {RRR[i] <- EV[i]/SD[i]}; cbind(payoff,EV,SD,CV,RRR)

23.8 Sensitivity

Material covered in previous section.

23.9 Simulation

Material covered in previous section.

23.10 More Complex Decisions

Material covered in previous section.
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